Grant Title: AERA IES DISSERTATION GRANTS PROGRAM

Area of Research: U.S. education policy and practice related issues

Application Deadline: April 15 annually through August 2007

Amount: $15,000 for 1 year projects, $25,000 for 2 year projects. Four dissertation awards given per year.

Length of Support: 1-2 year projects

Eligible applicants: Advanced graduate students. Under-represented and under-served researchers in the area of education are strongly encouraged to apply.


Summary: The program goals are to: stimulate research on U.S. education policy and practice related issues, with a priority for the education of poor, urban, or minority students and for mathematics and literacy education; attract a cadre of talented scholars and enhance their research preparation; build a network of such scholars whose collaborations focus on high priority educational issues; and contribute to basic knowledge, the improvement of practice, and the informing of policy in educationally important contexts.

Detailed Information: http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=87#dissertation